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Our Favorite Books
Old McDonald Had a Dragon
by Ken Baker
Huff and Puff by Claudia Rueda
The Foggy Foggy Forest
by Nick Sharratt
Fairytale Cake by Mark Sperring
Waking Dragons by Jane Yolen
Oh No, Little Dragon!
by Jim Averbeck
How Do You Feed A Dragon
How do you feed a dragon
Who is tall, tall, tall?
When you’re just a little kid
Who is small, small, small.
If you could stand on tiptoes
Even though you are little,
The dragon could bend down
And meet you in the middle!

Our Favorite Songs
“Oleanna” by Laurie Berkner
on Victor Vito CD.
“The Grand Old Duke of York”
by Cedarmont Kids on Preschool
Songs CD.

Swing Your Dragon Tail
Turn around once
And swing your dragon tail.
Turn around twice
And flap your wings like sails.
Turn around three times,
Stomp your feet and roar.
Jump up high,
Then sit down on the floor.
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Build your own castle out of
items that you can find around
the house. Try paper cups,
boxes of varying sizes (shoe,
cereal, cracker…) or even your
dining room table. Cover the
table with bed sheets to create
a castle underneath. Let your
knights, princesses, or dragons
read or color in their castle!
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Be interactive! Discuss what’s happening in the book, point out things on
the page, and ask questions. Don’t expect toddlers to sit still . Act out
stories or sing them. Build scenes out of blocks. Move around as you read.
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